Jennifer received 20 percent of the vote, Charles 22 percent, Ryan 10 percent, and Pamela 48 percent.
A second election was held just last year. The results are reported in the January 1987 issue of HBR. Did opinions change significantly over the past twenty-six years? They certainly did! More than 2,500 HBR readers chose Pamela again, but this time her margin had increased from 48 to 57 percent of the vote. The major loser was Jennifer, the productionoriented candidate, who lost nine percentage points. Charles lost a point and Ryan gained a point.
Collier concludes that Pamela's philosophy of service to the consumer led her to win by an overwhelming majority. Determining what the consumer needs and wants seems like "' an obvious priority, but as the author notes, "In the early decades of this century, surely, the Wickersham vote would have produced quite different results .... The prevailing goal of a business then was to make something good, to produce it cheaply, and to sell it to as many customers as possible." A production orientation ruled with a tight fist.
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My vote would have gone to the consumer candidate. Go out and find what the consumer wants or needs-actual and latent, and then design, produce, and market the product or service that meets the want. This type of consumer-oriented behavior is extraordinarily different from how we as librarians behave. Nevertheless, my guess is that 95 percent of us would choose the consumer candidate.
Collier In the 1960s, I worked in business as a production and inventory control specialist. The ~ goal was to offer a product or service at the lowest cost, with the maximum output per , employee, and for the greatest profit. Employees were usually viewed instrumentally, i.e., ~~~~~a~.
Y
This instrumental view always bothered me. It seemed to imply that the value of human labor was limited to what it could produce. My viewpoint, on the other hand, is that work has intrinsic value not only to the employee but also to society.
For years the term production-oriented left me with a bad taste. I avoided using it or else I ~' used it as a label to show a narrow, negative attitude toward others. At the same time, I recognized the need to approach the physical or intellectual activity of labor and the output of labor from a new perspective. Here is where I found a unity in the techniques and con-. . . _ cepts related to the design of work and the quality of work life.
As America's competitive advantage eroded, I began to ask myself more searching ques-. tions about the social value and costs related to what libraries produce. I had listened to stories about catalogers who cataloged an average of three books a day. I read reports about <-collections with a no-use rate as high as 40 percent of total holdings. I saw librarians at the reference desk average two or three questions per hour.
At this point, the term production began to have a new meaning for me. I could no longer ~ set it aside so conveniently. I became willing to ask the awkward questions that relate to what, how much, and at what cost do we produce library products and services. In fact, throughout the United States there seems to be a greater willingness by more people to ask such questions.
c.
How we answer the questions is far more complicated. A return to an industrial sweatshop mentality is unacceptable. Values need to be reconciled. Within this context progress <~ is possible.
Because we have made notable progress in our positive orientation toward consumers, ' "' because we have become more enlightened in our attitudes toward the value and potential of our employees, and because we have been troubled by the United States' productive capacity, it is unfortunate that we have to witness the sad episode at Washington University.
A business consultant firm, Proudfoot Associates, is called in by the vice president to ~ whom the dean of library services, Charles Churchwell, reports. The firm is asked to study the library.
The consultants enter. Gather time and motion data. Exit. Report. Proudfoot makes a series of recommendations. Cut staff and add books. Apparently, all _, . library personnel are excluded from the study and the entire decision-making process. I called and asked for a copy of the Proudfoot report. ''There is none,'' said the respondent. "What do you mean?" I asked. "Can't you get me a copy?" "There is no written report ~,.. that I know of," was the response. Franz Kafka would have been proud of the plot.
It appears that the library staff have been used just as instrumentally as if they had been drones bound to a production line. Proudfoot, allowed by the vice president to impose its values over the assumed protests of Churchwell, does so. The cultural, societal, and orga-~ nizational values of libraries, as well as those of higher education, play no observable role in the consultant's deliberations. Rather, they are violated.
Dean Charles Churchwell resigned in the face of these recommendations. In Library Journal (March 15, 1987) we learn < According to Churchwell, business consultants have no place telling library managers how to operate. He welcomes peer group evaluation of the library, but the Proudfoot system "goes against everything I stand for as a professional librarian." The system, he says, is "demeaning to librarians ... shows ~ callous disregard of professionalism. " Proudfoot's system treats people as factory workers, Churchwell remarked: "I'm not a floor manager."
In the March 23, 1987, LJ Hotline it is noted:
• Staff members, as of the past week, are no longer required to fill out the Proudfoot forms that detail and time every action.
• The requirement that no books be bought unless they have the specific approval of a faculty member is also off.
• The staff assigned to a retrospective conversion project have been taken off it .... The recon project was apparently launched by Proudfoot in the mistaken notion that it was indeed the same as a cataloging backlog project. This is a sorry, but classic, case study of what can go wrong when the opinions of experts, i.e., the library staff, are rejected, when the values of others are deemed unimportant, and when the viewpoints of one group are imposed on a different culture, a culture in which service to the consumer is neither profit nor production oriented. Now it is time to gather the pieces together. Unfortunately, the fabric of trust may have been so tattered that the miscalculations of a few minutes may take years to rebuild.
There is a lesson to be learned from recent events at Washington University. The production-oriented recommendations of Proudfoot found even less support than the production-oriented candidate at Wickersham Mills.
Production does not have to be a dirty word. It must, however, be guided so that equitable, rationale, and clear-sighted service alternatives are implemented. They should help the consumer and should demonstrate sensitivity and regard for the expert knowledge that professionals can contribute toward the search for improved products and services.
CHARLES 
